Customer Safety:

1. For indoor use only.
2. Do not overload electrical outlets.
3. AC Adapter must be plugged into a compatible mains supply to operate.
4. Intentek™ Electronics AC Adapter or equivalent must be used.
5. Never use the AC Adapter if damaged in any way.
6. When using the AC Adapter or extension cord, confirm safety precautions have been made so there are no tripping hazards.
7. Keep any wiring used to connect Electronics Modules covered.

Customer Use & Care after Installation:

1. Do not unscrew the electronics module housing without professional support.
   If internal parts are ever exposed, avoid contact with sharp objects and moisture.
2. May not be housed outside of recommended temperate range.
3. May not be stored outdoors.
4. At all times, keep electronics module and AC Adapter away from liquids.
5. Do not place foreign or sharp objects in the electronics module or blower inlet / outlet.
6. Follow all cleaning instructions for decorative surface. Do not attempt to clean inside of electronics module.

Scratch and Impact Protection of the Decorative Surface:

The decorative surface is resistant to scratches and impacts under normal use and cleaning conditions. However:
- Heavy blows may crack or gouge the surface.
- Sharp or abrasive objects and unglazed ceramics materials may slice, scratch or cause premature wear on the surface.
- Abrasive pads, scouring powders or cleaners may permanently dull and scratch the decorative surface.

Hot Objects:

Hot objects, such as cookware, irons, hot appliances, cigarettes, etc. should not be placed directly on decorative surfaces. Use a trivet, insulated hot pad or other protective device beneath all hot cookware, heat generated appliances or other heated objects.

Prolonged exposure to temperatures of 140 degrees F (60C) or higher may cause the laminate to separate from the core material. Intenkek™ Laminate surfacing material can withstand heat up to 275 degrees F (135C) for short periods of time.
**Ordinary Cleaning of the Decorative Surface:**

Decorative surface may be cleaned with a damp cloth and mild detergent. Use of abrasive cleaners, powders, scouring pads, steel wool, or sandpaper can damage the finish of the decorative surface. Acid, sodium hypochlorite or alkaline-based cleaners and/or compounds will mar, etch, corrode, and permanently discolor the melamine decorative surface.

Do not use these cleaning materials on decorative laminate, nor allow bottles and/or rags contaminated with acid or alkaline–based cleaners/compounds to contact the surface. Accidental spills or splatters from these harsh materials should be wiped off immediately, and the area cleaned with a damp cloth.

Examples of cleaners containing acid, alkali, or sodium hypochlorite include, but are not limited to:

- ceramic cooktop cleaners
- oven cleaners
- chlorine bleach
- rust removers
- coffeepot cleaners
- some countertop cleaners, Clorox® Clean-Up® Cleaner + Bleach
- drain cleaners
- some disinfectants, such as Clorox® Germicidal Bleach
- lime scale removers
- toilet bowl cleaners
- metal cleaners
- tub and tile cleaners

If in doubt about the suitability of a particular cleaner or detergent, check with its’ manufacturer.

Additional Special Cleaning information can be found in the Formica® Brand Laminate Use and Care Guide available on formica.com.

**Ordinary Cleaning of Underside of Table/Counter:**

Should cleaning on the underside of the counter/table be needed, avoid exposing the electronics to any liquids.